
Come and learn from the man who defeated cancer not once 
but twice without any radiation or chemotherapy.

REGISTRATION FEE : RM200
(Includes a FREE copy of the ‘Defeat Cancer” book by Barry Thomson, Lunch and 2 tea breaks)

Date & Time
Saturday 16th April 2016

9 am to 5 pm

Organised By
CANSURVIVE CENTRE 

MALAYSIA BERHAD
(903023-M)

www.cansurvive.org.my

Venue
6th Floor, Block 2,  

VSQ@PJ City Centre, 
 Jalan Utara, Section 14, 

46200 Petaling Jaya

Sms your Name and Email address to 017-8812287 or send an email 
to UCANSURVIVE@gmail.com with your name and handphone 
number.

Kindly reserve your 
seat(s) by the following 
options:

Barry Thomson is back by popular demand. His book, ‘Defeat Cancer ... Like I Did Twice With NO 
Chemotherapy  Or  Radiation’ is a sell out in Malaysia and now in its 2nd 

print.

Workshop
Register fast 

as we expect a sell 
out crowd.

Presenter: 
Barry Thomson qualified as a Certified Practising Accountant, 
Australia. Attached to Pitt Waddell Bennett Chains Ltd , from 1971 to 
1975 while based in Singapore he travelled extensively through the 
South East Asian countries.

In 1972 he was the Singapore Open squash champion.

Currently he owns and manage a complex of studio apartments in 
Brisbane with his wife, Margaret.

Barry is the author of two books, namely (1) Join Our Escape 
From Death Row – Cancer Jail (2) Defeat Cancer – Like I Did 
It Twice. The 1st book has sold more than 20,000 copies. He is 
now working on his 3rd book.

Synopsis:
In this workshop, Barry will share on his cancer journey, his latest 
research and his experience in helping people who suffered from 

cancer. He will show you the cancer killer supplements, dealing with 
different types of cancer, how to prepare cancer fighting protocol and 
critical factors to consider so that at the end of the day you will have 

no doubt how to get started in your fight against cancer.

You will have a lot of time to ask questions as this workshop will be 
very interactive and meant to be practical orientated.

Date: Saturday 31st October 2015
Time: 9.30am to 1pm
Venue:  6th Floor, Block 2, 
VSQ @ PJ City Centre, 
Jalan Utara Section 14, 46200 PJ. 

A WINDOW OF LIGHT
INTO THE WORLD OF
HEALING FOR THOSE

CHALLENGED WITH CANCER

CANSURVIVE CENTRE MALAYSIA BERHAD
A NON-PROFIT CANCER CHARITY ORGANIZATION

service for those who are challenged with 

a service that offers a greater awareness of 

orthodox treatments; what is available and 
where to access them. It is a window of light 

into the world of healing, where the word 

“Terminal” is a challenge,
not a death sentence.

CANSURVIVE &
IT’S PURPOSE

REGISTRATION FEE: RM100

Organised by:
CANSURVIVE CENTRE MALAYSIA BERHAD (903023-M)
www.cansurvive.org.my

SMS your NAME and EMAIL ADDRESS to 017-881 2287

send an email to ucansurvive@gmail.com
with your NAME and HANDPHONE NUMBER.

Kindly reserve your seats by the following options:

or

Presenter: 
Kumar Nagalingam
Kumar Nagalingam is the Chief 
Operating O�cer of Prodigy Asia 
Sdn. Bhd. Kumar obtained his Law 
degree from University of London 
in 1991 and went on to do his 
Masters in Law in 1995 at 
University Malaya. His passion is in 
mind science, human potential 
and development. His main theme 
in all his programs is – ‘Know 
Thyself.’ Kumar covers a range of topics in his speaking 
engagements and presentations, key among them is the “Heart 
Intelligence”. Kumar will talk about one of the �ve elements, ie. THE 
POWER OF SIMPLICITY. Learn how to tap your heart’s vast 
intelligence, within like-minded people, and discover vibrant 
health, satisfying work & relationships, less stress and a deeper 
sense of purpose in the world.

“Living out what we are designed for and an overall state of 
well-being is our blueprint”. – Kumar Nagalingam

There is the wisdom of the heart to explore, map and treasure. It is 
the home inside each of us that can never be taken away. It is our 
source of heart intelligence.

Synopsis

The power of simplicity is one of the main traits of our Heart 
Intelligence and it must be mastered by everyone.  It must �rst be 
understood that a great deal of our issues and problems are 
self-created. Being in a state of complexity and confusion has 
become second nature to us. To have this state of mind dictating all 
our decisions would in turn lead to more tragic decisions being 
made. Hence it has become absolutely imperative for one to have 
the ability to operate out of simplicity. This module introduces the 
possibility of that simplicity in a real and in an experiential way. 

Heart Intelligence: 
THE POWER OF SIMPLICITY


